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M E A S U R I N G THE EFFECTS OF T H R E A D P L A C E M E N T ON THE
KENDALL SQUARE KSRl

T. D. Wagner
E. Smirni
A. W. Apon
M.Madhukar
L. W.Dowdy

Abstract

This paper describes a measurement study of the effects of thread placement on memKSRl. The KSRl uses a

ory access times on the Kendall Square multiprocessor, the

conventional shared memory programming model in a distributed memory architecture.
The architecture is based on a ring of rings of 64-bit superscalar microprocessors. The
KSRl has a Cache-Only Memory Architecture (COMA). Memory consists of the local
cache memoria attached to each processor. Whenever an address is accessed, the data
item is automatically copied to the local cache memory module, 80 that access times for
subsequent references will be minimal.
If a local cache has space allocated for a particular data item, but does not have a
current valid copy of that data item, then it is possible for the cache to acquire a valid
read-only copy before it is requested by the local processor due to a request by a different
processor that happens to pass by on the ring. This automatic prefetching can greatly
reduce the average time for a thread to acquire data items. Because of the automatic
prefetching, the time required to obtain a valid copy of a data item does not depend simply
on the distance from the owner of the data item, but also depends on the placement and
number of other processing threads which ehare the same data item. Also, the strategic
placement of processing threads helps programs take advantage of the unique features of
the memory architecture which help eliminate memory access bottlenecks for shared data
scts. Experiments run on the KSRl across a wide variety of thread configurations show
that shared memory access is accelerated through strategic placement of threads which
share data. The results indicate strategies for improving the performance of applications
programs, and illustrate that KSRl memory access times can remain nearly constant even
when the number of participating threads increases.
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1. Introduction
TypicaIly, as the number of processors increases in a shared memory multiprocessor, memory
access times also increase due to contention on a common communication path or at the shared
memory. This increased access time limits the additional processing (either the size of the
problem or the speed of execution) which can occur as additional processors are allocated to
a program. Kendall Square Research introduced the KSRl system in 1991 [Ken911 with an

architecture and distributed memory scheme that makes it possible for average memory access
times to remain fairly constant as the number of processors grows. The architecture is based
on a ring of rings of processing cells. Each processing cell has a 64-bit microprocessor and its
own local memory that is managed as a cache. Up to thirty-two processing cells are connected

on a level 0 ring. Up to thirty-four rings may be connected in a level 1 ring, so that the KSRl
may contain as many as 32*34, or 1088, processing cells.

The KSRl has a shared memory programming environment, but all memory is contained

in the caches of the processors. A valid copy of a data item must exist in the local cache of
the processor in order t o be accessed. Attached to each processor is the ALLCACKE Engine

(ACE),which is the distributed mechanism responsible for finding a valid copy of a data item,

copying it t o a processor’s local cache when it is referenced by that processor, and maintaining
sequential consistency between caches.

One processor is the designated owner of each data item, but this ownership is not bound

to any particular processor. When a processor writes a data item, it first obtains ownership of
the data item in its local cache. At the time of writing to an item, all other copies of the item
in other processor caches are marked as invalid, but the memory space for that data item may

remain allocated. If a processor reads a data item and a valid copy is not available in the local

cache of that processor, then a read-only copy of the data item is obtained via the ALLCACHE

Engine. Many processors may have a valid read-only copy of a data item in their local cache.
Each subsequent read of the same data item will be to the local copy and will require a minimal
amount of time.
Repeated memory accesses t o the same, shared, read-only data item require a fixed, minimal
amount of time to access. Therefore, an important factor in keeping average memory access

times small is to discover techniques for increasing the probability that a processor will find a

copy of the shared item in its local cache. Three features of the memory architecture which
move a read-only copy of a data item to a local cache prior to a request are the t w o programmer
options poststore and prefetch, and one architectural feature automatic prefetching.
When a variable is updated by a write, a poststore by the writing thread will cause a valid
read-only copy of the variable t o be sent to all other processors which have a memory location

allocated for that variable. The tradeoffs in using poststore have been studied [FtSW+93]. In a
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lightly loaded system, poststore can be efTective in reducing memory access times. In a heavily
loaded system, the cost to perform the poststore can be larger than the cost for copying the
variable into the local cache at the time of access. Also, when the read-only copy of the variable
sent by the poststore command is received by a processing cell, the variable may not be updated

if the cell is busy making other memory accesses [Kengl].
The prefetch command allows a thread to request a valid copy of a data item before it is
actually required by the thread. The prefetch command has been used to study the data rate
for multi-ring memory performance [DHT93].
Automatic prefetching occurs when a processor has space allocated for a particular data
item, but does not have a current valid copy of it. If a different processor makes a request for
this data item, it is possible for this processor to acquire (Le., “snoop”) a valid read-only copy
of it as the response to the request passes by on the rings. Automatic prefetching can greatly
reduce the average time for a thread to acquire data items, since its occurs before the processor
requests the data items. It also allows several processors to acquire read-only copies of a data
item in parallel. Because of the automatic prefetching, the time required to obtain a read-only
copy of a data item does not depend simply on the distance from the owner of the data item,
but also depends on the placement and number of other processing threads which share the
same data item.
Since the KSR is a ring of rings, the method of communication between rings is a n important factor to consider when a large number of threads share data. Because of the unique
architecture, the time to communicate between rings does not depend only on the distance
between rings, but also on the type and patterns of data access.
The focus of this paper is to examine the combined effects of automatic prefetching and
thread placement in reducing average memory access times for shared data in a multi-threaded
application. The results indicate that strategic thread placement across multiple rings of the

KSRl can substantially reduce memory access time for shared data items. Other observed,
but not reported, behavior, is that multiprogramming of the processing cells can reduce the
measured access times for individual threads due to the overlap of fetch times with the time
that a thread is context switched.
The goals of this paper are:
0

to describe key features of the KSR memory architecture (Section 2),
to design and execute a series of experiments which examine the effects of placement of

threads on memory access time (Section 3 ) ,
0

to identify programming techniques and thread placement options which can help to

minimize memory access time (Section 4), and

-3to summarize the findings and to outline how these results can assist applications programmers in optimizing their codes for the

KSR multiprocessor (Section 5 ) .

Related work includes studies which focus on the implementation of specific applications
Each of these studies found that in
on the KSRl [Char90,Char92,Ford92,Surnn92,WBHA93].

order to obtain optimal performance on the KSRl, it is important to understand and take
advantage of the peculiar characteristics of the architecture. For example, code which is optimized for a vector machine scales poorly on the KSRl, since many memory references are
made only once and each such reference causa a local cache miss. When the code is rewritten
to take advantage of the unique memory architecture, significant speedup improvements are

possible [Sumn92]. Other related work includes initial benchmarking studies [Duni92], experimentation and modeling of the effective use of poststore [RsW+93], and studies of multi-ring
memory performance [DHT93]. The results shown here assist in understanding how to optimize
application codes.

2. Description of the ALLCACHE Memory Structure
2.1. General Architecture
T h e general KSR architecture is a multiprocessor system composed of a hierarchy of rings
and processors. At the lowest level is the processor cell, which contains a 64-bit superscalar

processor and 32 MB of local cache memory. Each processor also has .5 MB of traditional cache
which is referred to as subcache memory. Each processor cell is connected to two neighbors to

form the lowest level ring. The lowest level ring, termed ALLCACHE Engine:O (ACE:O), is a
unidirectional slotted ring with a peak data transfer rate of 1 GB per second. Each ACE4 ring

includes at least one cell, termed the ALLCACHE Routing and Directory (ARD) cell, which is
responsible for routing to the next higher level ring. Up t o 32 processing cells may be connected

on a single ACE:O ring. The next higher level ring, termed ACE:l, is composed of up to 34

ACE:O rings. It is possible for an ACE:O ring to contain multiple ARD cells, each of which can
connect the ACE:O ring to a different ACE:1 ring. The general KSR architecture provides for
a third level which connects 32 ACE:1 rings into an ACE:2 ring [KenSl].
The KSRl system used in this study consists of two identical ACE:O rings, each containing
32 processing cells, linked on an ACE:l ring. The system used in this study is shown in Figure 1.
For ease of notation, the two ACE:O rings are labeled Ring A and Ring B, and the processing
cells are numbered 0 through 63 on the two rings.
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ACE:O RingA

ACE:O RingB
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Figure 1: KSRl with ACE:O Ring A and ACE:O Ring B
2.2. Memory Architecture

The KSR memory architecture is composed of two levels of related address space. The programmer’s interface to memory is through the Context Address (CA) space. The System Virtual
Address (SVA) space stores the data from all Context Address spaces. As in virtual memory
systems on uniprocessors, a data item referenced in an application program is translated from

the CA space of the application to a SVA through system software.

The 32 MB in each local cache is divided into 2048 pages of SVA space, each containing

214 (16,386)bytes. The local cache is organized as a 16-way set associative cache. Each page
is subdivided into 128 subpages, each containing 27 (128) bytes. Memory in the local cache is
allocated on a page basis, but is copied between local caches in units of subpages.

The .5 MB in each local subcache is divided into a 256K instruction cache, and a 256K

data cache. Memory in the subcache is allocated on a subpage basis, but is copied from the

local cache to the subcache in units of subblocks (64 bytes). There are two subblocks per

subpage. A processor may not directly access memory in another processor’s subcache. For
most instructions, a data item must be present in the subcache of the processor before being
accessed. A few instructions operate directly on memory in the local cache of the processor.

Each local cache has a cache directory which contains a descriptor for each page of memory

in that cache. At any particular time, a page descriptor may be invalid or valid. If a descriptor
is invalid, then the corresponding cache memory page has not been allocated for a page of SVA

memory. If a descriptor is valid, then space in the cache has been allocated for all subpages

-5in that page of SVA memory but a valid copy of each subpage may not be present. A 4-bit
entry for the state of each subpage in the page is included in the descriptor for each page in
the local cache. One bit of the entry indicates if the subpage is also held in the subcache of the
processor. The other three bits give the state of the subpage.
There are three classes of subpage states:
0

Invalid States
When a subpage is not present in the local cache then it is in an invalid state with respect

to that cache. The subpage is invalid if the page containing the subpage has a descriptor
in the Iocd cache, but the subpage is not present. The subpage is in invalid-descripfor

state if the particular cache has no descriptor for the page containing the subpage. When

a reference is made to a subpage which is in invalid-descriptor state, then the local cache

must allocate a page of memory before a copy of the subpage can be obtained.
0

Read-Only State
There is only one read-only state. If any processor holds a subpage in read-only state,
then any number of other caches can also hold the subpage in read-only state. The owner
holds the subpage in nos-etclusive state. If the owner of the subpage holds i t in any other
state, then no read-only copies exist.

0

Owner States
The owner of a subpage may hold it in a non-exclusive owner state, or in an exclusive

owner state. When the subpage is in non-ezcfusive state, then the owner may read

the subpage, but may not modify it. There are three exclusive-owner states: exclusive,

atomic, and transient-atomic. When a processor holds a subpage in exclusive state, then
it is the only valid copy of the subpage in the entire system and the processor may read
or modify it. The atomic and transient-atomic states provide locks.

A memory request that is made for a subpage must include the state that the subpage
will hold after it is acquired. The actions taken by any processors which hold a descriptor for
that subpage depend on the requested state of the subpage. If a request is made to the ownet

processor for a read-only copy of a subpage which is currently held in the exclusive state, then

the owner state changes t o the non-exclusive state before the request is satisfied. The state

of the subpage in other local caches which hold a descriptor for the subpage is not directly
affected. It is possible for the state of the subpage in other local caches which hold a descriptor
for the subpage to also change to read-only due to a copy being acquired through automatic
prefetching .

Before a processor writes to a subpage, it must first obtain a copy of that subpage in exclusive

owner state. At the same time, all other copies of the subpage in all other local caches change
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Location of
subpage

Total
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cycles (50 ns)

to the invalid state. If a request is made to the owner processor for an exclusive copy of a
subpage (for purposes of modification), then the state of that subpage at the relinquishing
owner changes to invalid, and the ownership is transferred.
The ARD cells on each ACE:O ring are responsible for directing requests between the ACE:O
ring and the higher level ACE:1 ring. The ARD is an important component of the memory
architecture that helps eliminate memory access bottlenecks. Each ARD maintains a directory
that includes the state of every subpage present on the ACE:O ring t o which it is attached.
This state information specifies:

1. whether or not the owner of the subpage is on this ring,
2. whether or not there are valid read-only copies on this ring, and

3. whether or not there are valid read-only copies on other rings.
The state information is sufficient for an ARD to know whether or not a request can be satisfied
on its local ACE:O ring. If a request arrives at the ARD from its local ACE:O ring, then it will

be passed to the higher level ACE:1 ring if and only if it cannot be satisfied at its lower level
ACE:O ring. If a request arrives at the ARD from the higher level ACE:l ring, then the ARD
will extract the request from the higher level ring and pass it to the lower level ACE:O ring if
and only if it can be satisfied on its ACE:O ring.
The total memory capacities and hardware latencies for data transfer specified by the manufacturer for a KSRl containing 34 ACE:O rings, each containing 32 processing cells (1088
processors total), are given in Table 1. Results in this study indicate that the measured latencies for requests that are satisfied on a remote ACE:O ring are smaller when there are less
than 32 ACE:O rings. When a memory request is made, the latency required does not depend
simply on the location of the data item, but also on the number of other similar requests. An

important task of the ARD is to serve as a filter for multiple requests to the ACE:1 ring for the

same subpage by allowing only one of several identical requests to pass to the ACE:1 ring.

When a request is placed on a ring, the responding cell removes the packet from its local

ring and places it into a FIFO extract buffer in the cell. If the FIFO extract buffers of the cell

- 7are full when a packet comes along destined to the cell, then that packet is marked “responder
busy”. The originating cell (or sometimes the ARD) clears this bit and the packet continues to
circulate on the same ACE:O ring in another attempt. The amount of delay incurred in the case
where the owner and the requesting cell are on separate ACE:O rings is about 15 microseconds.
The number of message packets which the FIFO extract buffers on a cell can hold is variable,
depending on the message type. A processing cell can hold about 15 packets, while an ARD
can hold about 256.

2.3. A u t o m a t i c Prefetching
When there are many shared subpages in the system, the ALLCACHE architecture allows subpages to be copied prior to a request through automatic prefetching. In automatic prefetching,
when a copy of a subpage is sent through the search engine to satisfy a request, any processor
whose cache has a descriptor for that subpage which is invalid may acquire (Le., “snoop”) a
read-only copy as the subpage passes by on the ACE:O ring. Automatic prefetching takes place
as long as the processor is not “too busy” performing other memory accesses [KenSl]. Auto-

matic prefetching is a powerful mechanism which reduces memory access time in applications
with a high degree of read-only sharing.

As an example of how automatic prefetching can reduce access time, consider the KSR1

system as illustrated in Figure 1. Suppose that the owner of a subpage is located at cell 0, and
that cell 1 and cell 2 require read-only access to the same data. Suppose that cells 1 and 2 both

have a page allocated in their local cache for the data, and that the state of each requested

subpage is invalid. Thus, a descriptor exists for every subpage to be requested, but a valid
copy of the subpage does not exist on cells 1 and 2. Suppose that processing is such that it
can be guaranteed that the thread in cell 2 will access the data before the thread in cell 1. As
cell 2 makes each request on the ACE:O ring, the owner (cell 0 ) will respond to it. When the
response passes by cell 1, it will see it. Since cell 1 has a descriptor of the subpage allocated,

it will make a copy of the subpage t o its local cache. The response message will not be delayed
and will be passed to cell 2. Cell 2 will acquire the subpage and remove the message from the
ring. When cell 1 finally accesses the data, it will find a valid copy of the subpage in its local
cache, and will not place a request message on the ACE:O ring. The memory access time for
cell 1 will be minimal.
If the placement of the threads i s changed in this example, then the benefits of automatic
prefetching will not be seen. For example, if the thread in cell 1 accesses the data before cell

2, then cell 2 will see the request message on the ACE:O ring. The request will pass t o cell 0,
which will respond to it. However, cell 1 will see the response message and remove it from the

ACE:O ring. Cell 2 will not

see the response. When cell 2 finally accesses the data, it

will not

- 8have a valid copy and will have to request a copy of each subpage through the ACE:O ring. The
average memory access time for the two threads is much higher because automatic prefetching
is not performed.
In general, the order of data access is not known a priori in a multiprocessor environment.
However, because of increased latency across different ACE:O rings and delays introduced by
the ordering of the cells on the ring, it is possible to increase the likelihood that automatic
prefetching will occur through strategic placement of owner and reader threads across different

ACE:O rings. The combined effect of automatic prefetching and the placement of processing
threads is the focus of the experiments in the following section.

3. Experiments
3.1. Workload Description
Four suites of experiments examine the effects of the number and placement of processing
threads. A synthetic workload is constructed which is executed in each suite of experiments.
Two types of processing threads are used in the synthetic workload. An owner thread has the

task of writing each subpage in its portion of the data set,

50

that it has the only valid copy

in memory of the data set (i.e., is the owner of each subpage) a t the start of each experiment.

A reader thread has a descriptor for every subpage of the data eet, but these descriptors will
be made invalid when the owner thread writes to the subpage. A reader thread requests a
read-only copy of each subpage in its portion of the data set after the owner thread has written
the entire data set.

A preliminary experiment, Experiment 0, illustrates the performance in the case that no
reader threads share data. In Suite I through Suite

IV,all reader threads share a single large

data set. The synthetic workload is designed to systematically measure the average access time
per subpage for the reader threads under a variety of owner and reader thread placements.
The workload performs the following steps:
0

Initialization Phase (executed at the beginning of each suite of experiments)
1. A number of reader and owner threads are spawned, each of which binds to a unique
processor for the duration of the experiments.
2. Each reader thread and owner thread reads a predetermined portion of the data set.

Measurement Phase (executed for each experiment in the suite of experiments)
1. Each owner writes its portion of the data set.
2. A barrier synchronization is performed for all threads.
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3. Timing begins for each reader thread.
4. Each reader thread sequentially reads its portion of the data set.

5 . Timing ends for each reader thread.
The Initialization Phase represents the overhead required for spawning threads, binding
them t o a processor, and allocating pages of local cache memory for the data set. Initialization
Step 2 ensures that each local cache has a valid descriptor of every subpage in the data set so

that all subsequent accesses t o a subpage require only data movement, and do not require local
cache memory allocation, The size of the data set for Experiment 0 depends on the number of
reader threads, but is a t most 16 MB. The size of the data set for Suite I through Suite IV is

50K subpages (6.4 MB). The entire data set fits into the local cache of the owner, so that no

disk accesses are required during the measurement phase. Similar experiments on data sets of
other sizes show similar results as long as the data set fits in the local cache and is significantly
larger than the data subcache.
The Measurement Phase is repeated for each experiment in the suite of experiments. Mea-

surement Step l sets the state of each subpage in each owner thread to exclusive owner and

sets the state of each subpage in all other threads t o invalid. The first access by a reader thread

to a subpage will cause the state of the subpage to become non-exclusive owner in the owner

thread, but the owner of the subpage does not change during the measurement phase. During

the measurement phase, one word in each subpage is read, so that one entire subpage is copied

for each read operation. This is the maximum rate of data copying possible, and emphasizes
the effects of thread placement. Timing is done using the pmon library call from within the
thread code.

A system library call is used for the barrier release mechanism in Measurement Step 2 which
synchronizes the reader threads. In the barrier release mechanism, a master thread holds a lock
for one or more slave threads. The master thread waits until all slave processes reach the barrier.

Then, the master releases all slave threads a t the same time. The barrier release performs as

follows:

1. While waiting on the barrier, all slaves spin on a shared location in memory, the “go
signal”.
2. At the time of release, the master updates the go signal. This sends an invalidate to each

slave thread.

3. The go signal is invalidated a t each slave thread. The next attempt by the slave to read
the go signal causes a request to be issued on the ring.
4. When each slave thread acquires the new value of the go signal it begins t o execute the

work on the other side of the barrier.

- 10Because of the ring architecture, not all cells see the new value of the go signal at exactly
the same instant. Thus, the relative time for passing the barrier can vary, depending on the
location of the slave threads with respect to the master thread. The location of the master
thread is at cell 0 in all experiments.
The experiments and the synthetic workload are specifically designed to analyze how memory access times can be improved when only thread placement is varied. The memory access
pattern is simple so that the behavior under different thread placements is emphasized. Even
though this is a simple access pattern, many application codes contain similar patterns. For
example, a database update followed by the execution of a number of client programs which
read and use the latest value exhibits such an access pattern. Even when application codes
contain more complicated memory access patterns, the results shown here illustrate that thread
placement is a factor to consider for improving the performance of application codes.
The suites of experiments progressively illustrate the effects of placement of reader and owner
threads on the KSR. The performance metric of interest in all experiments is the average read
time per subpage. All experiments were run on the KSRl system as illustrated in Figure 1. All
results presented are averaged over at least 5 runs of the same synthetic workload.
3.2. Experiment 0
The goal of Experiment 0 is to identify the performance when no automatic prefetching or fil-

tering by the ARD occurs, and all reader threads access the data from the same common owner.

The methodology of Experiment 0 is to eliminate the advantages of automatic prefetching by
partitioning the data set among the reader threads, and measuring average access time per

subpage as the number of reader threads varies from 1 up to 63. The owner thread is placed

on Ring A in cell 31. The first 31 reader threads are placed on Ring A in processor order. The

next 32 reader threads are placed on Ring B in processor order.

The data set is divided into disjoint subsets of size 2K subpages each, and each reader

thread accesses a unique subset of the data set. Each reader thread reads the same number of
subpages, irrespective of the total number of readers, in order to compare with the experiments
in Suite I through Suite IV. The performance metric calculated is the average read time per
subpage. The total size of the data set which is read is equal to the number of readers times 2K
subpages. When 25 readers are executing, the size of the data set is 50K subpages, or 6.4MB.
When 63 readers are executing, the size of the data set is 126K subpages, or 16MB.This size
is small enough t o ensure that the entire data set fits into the local cache of the owner thread

(32 MB), thus eliminating the effects of paging to disk.
The results of Experiment 0 are shown in Figure 2. When the number of readers i s larger
than 32,then at least one reader is placed on Ring B. The graph in Figure 2 shows the average

- 11 access time per subpage for readers on Ring A, the average access time per subpage for readers

on Ring B, and the overall average access per subpage for all readers. The graph shows that
the owner thread can satisfy requests in nearly constant time until the owner thread sakurates

at roughly 8 reader threads. As additional reader threads are added the average access time
per subpage increases almost linearly.
Each reader thread accesses each subpage in its unique subset of the data set exactly one
time, so that each reference t o a subpage results in one request being sent to the owner. As

the number of reader threads increases, the number of requests increases proportionally, the

FIFO extract buffers used for extracting messages from the ring a t the owner fill, and requests
must be denied. The denied requests circulate around the ring for another try. Thus, queueing
effects are wen, and the average access times per subpage increase proportionally to the number

of reader threads. This is consistent with the behavior of an M/M/c model of the system as
reported in [RSW+93].

The performance in this experiment is a worst case example. No data is shared among the
reader threads, so no automatic prefetching occurs, and queueing effects are maximum. Also,
since no two requests are for the same subpage, the ARD on Ring B cannot filter requests from

Ring B destined for the owner on Ring A. When all readers share a global data set, the effects

of automatic prefetching and the filtering by the ARD are introduced. Average read times per

subpage reduce substantially, as shown in the experiments in Suite I through Suite IV.

3.3. Suite I
In all experiments in Suite I through Suite IV, all readers share a single large data set. The
size of this data set is 50K subpages (6.4 MB). All readers read the entire data set.

The goal of the experiments in Suite 1 is to examine memory access times as the location of

the owner of the data set is varied on the same ACE:O ring. The methodology of this experiment
is to measure the average read time per subpage as the number of reader threads varies from 1

63. The owner thread is placed on Ring A. The first 31 reader threads are placed on Ring
A in processor order. The second 32 reader threads are placed on Ring B in processor order.

to

The location of the owner thread is varied from cell 0 to cell 31 on Ring A.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the results of Suite 1. Results were obtained for each possible

location of the owner from cell 1 to cell 31, but are not presented for the sake of brevity. In

Figure 3 the owner is on cell 1. This figure is characteristic of the performance obtained when
the owner thread is placed on cells 1 through 11. In Figure 4, the owner is on cell 31. Figure 4

is characteristic of performance obtained when the owner thread is placed on cells 12 through

31.
When the number of readers is less than 32, all readers are on the same ACE:O ring, Ring A.
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- 13When all readers are on Ring A, the results of this experiment show that the average read time
per subpage increases as the number of additional threads increases. Further, when all reader
threads are on Ring A, the average read time per subpage is insensitive to the placement of the
owner thread, as illustrated in both Figures 3 and 4. Since all reader threads are accessing the
same subpage at about the same time, little automatic prefetching takes place. This situation
is similar to that shown in Figure 2. As the number of requests increases, more requests are
denied at the owner, and queueing effects are seen.
When the number of reader threads is 32 or more, then at least one reader thread is placed
on Ring B. When the owner thread is at cell 1 and at least one reader thread is placed on Ring

B, then average access times are constant as the number of readers is increased beyond 32, as

shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows the effect of the ARD filtering additional identical requests

from Ring B. As the number of readers increases on Ring B, the number of requests for the
same subpage also increases. However, the ARD passes t o Ring A only a single request for all
Ring B threads, so that the additional demand to the owner is only one request, irrespective of

the number of reader threads on Ring B.

When the location of the owner thread is varied around the ring, the average read times
decrease for all threads on both Ring A and Ring B as the number of reader threads is increased

beyond 31. This effect is observed in the experiments when the owner cell is on cells 13 through

31. Figure 4 shows average access times when the owner thread is on cell 31. A t first, this seems

paradoxical. When threads are added on a ring which is remote to the owner (Ring B) which
make requests for data on Ring A, the average access times for both Ring A and Ring B threads
decrease. The location of the ARD, the direction of ring traffic (which is also the order of the

barrier release mechanism), and relative placement of the owner thread to the placement of

reader threads on Ring B combine to increase the amount of automatic prefetching for threads

on Ring A, and decrease queueing effects at the owner thread. The automatic prefetching

increases the number of valid subpages which are found in the local cache of each reader thread

in Ring A. This causes a decrease in the average read time per subpage. Further, as automatic
prefetching causes valid copies of the subpages t o be available for reader threads, the number

of requests is reduced. Since the number of requests is decreased, demand at the owner thread

drops, and queueing effects are reduced. Average read times per subpage are reduced for all
reader threads. The amount of automatic prefetching is probabilistic, and depends on the
relative rate of execution of each of the reader threads.
In Suite I, the owner is on Ring A. Reader threads on Ring A are on a local ring with respect
t o the owner of the data. Reader threads on Ring B are on a remote ring with respect to the
owner of the data. It was found that placing some number of reader threads on a ring which

is remote to the owner improves the performance of reader threads on both Ring A and Ring
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- 15 B. Suite II investigates tradeoffs in the number of remote threads versus the number of local
threads.
3.4. Suite

Iz

The goal of the experiments in Suite I1 is to measure average memory access times for remote
threads as the number of local threads is varied. The owner of the data set is placed on Ring

A. The methodology of this experiment is to vary the number of remote reader threads (reader
threads on Ring B) from 1 up to 32. Four experiments in Suite I1 set the number of local reader

threads (reader threads on Ring A) to be one of 0, 30, 20, or 30. The location of the owner
thread is selected to be typical of the t w o types of performance which was observed from Suite

I. The location of the owner thread is either cell 1 or cell 31.
Figure 5 illustrates average read times per subpage for Ring B threads as the number of
reader threads on Ring B is increased from 1 up to 32. The owner of the data is on Ring A,
and 0 reader threads are on Ring A. When all readers are remote to the owner of the data, the
placement of the owner on Ring A has a small effect on the average read times per subpage.
Figure 6 illustrates average read times per subpage for Ring B threads as the number of

reader threads on Ring B increases from 1 up t o 32. The owner of the data is on Ring A,

and 30 reader threads are on Ring A. This graph is similar to the right half of the graphs in

Figures 3 and 4. When there are 30 Iocai reader threads on Ring A, then the placement of the
owner on Ring A has a significant effect on the average read times per subpage for the reader
threads on Ring B. Figure 6 illustrates that average read times per subpage improve as much

as 30%, depending on the placement of the owner thread. Experiments with 10 and 20 local

reader threads give intermediate results and are not shown for the sake of brevity.

An interesting observation can be made for the graphs in Figure 5 and the left half of the

graph in Figure 4. In both experiments the owner is on Ring A, and the total number of reader

threads increases from 1 up to 31. In Figure 4 all readers are on Ring A, which is local to the
owner. In Figure 5 dl readers are on Ring B, which is remote to the owner. Figure 7 shows
these two curves on the same graph. There is a crossover point in the graph. When more than

20 reader threads are executing, better performance is observed when all reader threads are
on the remote ring as compared to when all readers are on the same ring as the owner. This

effect is due to the behavior of the ARD, which filters requests from Ring B and the effects of
automatic prefetching by the reader threads on Ring B.

3.5. Suite III
The goal of the experiments in Suite 111 is to fix the location of the owner thread, and examine
the effects of various placements of reader threads. Cell 31 on Ring A is chosen as the location
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for the owner (based on the results of Suite I). The methodology of this suite is to place from

1 up to 63 readers, one at a time, where the choice of ring is determined by the batch

s i t e of

the experiment. The batch size is one of 1, 2,4, 8, 16,or 32. If the batch size is N , then the

first N readers are placed on Ring A, the second N readers are placed on Ring B, the third N
readers are placed on Ring A, and so on, until all 63 reader threads are placed. For example, if
the batch size is N

= 8, then

the first 8 reader threads are placed on cells 0 through 7 on Ring

A, the next 8 reader threads are placed on cells 32 through 39 on Ring B, the next 8 reader

threads are placed on cells 8 through 15 on Ring A, and 80 on. With a batch size of 32, the first

32 readers are piaced on Ring A, and the second 32 reader threads are placed on Ring B. Thus,
N = 32 corresponds to the Suite I experiments, The results of the run with batch size equal

to 8 is shown in Figure 8. The overall average subpage access time and the access time for the

processors on each ring is graphed in Figure 8. This case exhibits the most improvement over
the original batch size of 32 from Suite I.

One result of' the filtering performed by the ARD is that many reader threads on Ring B

appear to the owner as only one additional reader thread. While the average access time for

the first eight readers bound to Ring B is somewhat higher than the average access time for

the first eight readers on Ring A, the addition of those eight readers on Ring B have the same

effect on the Ring A reader threads as adding only one reader thread. When the second eight

threads are added to Ring A, the Ring A curve takes on the characteristic shape seen in Suite
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I, but the times for Ring B do not change, as shown in Figure 8. Once Ring A is full, the curve

is similar to the curve from Suite I, Figure 4, with the owner on cell 31. A comparison of the

results using a batch size of 8 and the results from Suite I with the owner bound to cell 31 is
shown in Figure 9. It is clear that the placement of the reader threads across the two rings can
affect the overall average subpage access time, especially when the number of reader threads is
less than the full complement of processing cells.
3.6. Suite IV
The goal of this suite of experiments is to demonstrate that further performance improvements
can be achieved by increasing the amount of automatic prefetching using a simple programming
technique. The performance improvement due to automatic prefetching is more pronounced if
this technique is combined with a good placement strategy for the owner threads.
The methodology used in this experiment is that the reader threads do not access the same
subpage simultaneously. Each reader thread starts reading at a different point in the data set.
With this staggered readers technique each reader thread has a different access pattern from
every other reader thread and the effect of automatic prefetching is more noticeable.
Figure 10 illustrates the average subpage access time of staggered readers as the number

of reader threads varies from 1 to 63. The owner thread is placed o n cell 31 on Ring A. The
performance improvement is due to automatic prefetching of subpages as they pass by on the
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ring. This effect is noticeable from 1 to 2 reader threads. As the number of reader threads
increases, the access time becomes flat, because a larger number of subpages that have not
been requested yet are automatically prefetched by each reader thread. Thus, the owner thread
can support more reader threads before it begins to saturate. When the number of readers is
larger than 31 (Le., a t least one reader thread is not on the same ring as the owner), the overall

average access time increases because of the requests from the second ring. However, the access

time of the reader threads on Ring €3 reduces as the number of readers on Ring B increases

because more subpages are brought by the ARD to Ring B and automating prefetching becomes

effective on Ring B as well. Automatic prefetching does not take place between ACE:O rings.
Therefore, the readers on Ring B cannot take advantage of the subpages requested by Ring A

processors. The access time of the reader threads on Ring A remains flat because the reader

threads on Ring A are able to continue automatic prefetching of the responses to requests from

Ring B as they circulate on Ring A. After a threshold is crossed (about 57 readers in both
rings), the access time on Ring A begins to increase due to queueing effects.

Figure 11illustrates that further performance improvements can be achieved if the staggered
readers technique is combined with multiple owner threads. In this experiment, the data set, is
divided into four parts each owned by a different owner thread. This reduces the demand at
each individual owner. The performance results of two c ~ s e sare reported. In the first

case,

the

total number of reader threads is equal to 28. The 28 reader threads and the 4 owner threads
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Figure 10: Suite IV: Staggered readers, owner thread on cell 31
reside on the same ring (Ring A). In the second case, t h e total number of readers is 60, with
28 reader threads and 4 owner threads on Ring A and the remaining 32 reader threads on Ring

B. These cases were selected as extreme cases that have among the highest average access time
per subpage.
Two placement strategies of the owner threads were selected. The placements are characteristic of the two different performance trends observed in Suite I. As expected, if the owner

threads are placed on processing cells 28 to 31 the performance is better than when the owners
are placed on cells 0 to 3. If the owner placement is further combined with the staggered
readers technique, a performance improvement of about 70% is shown in the 28 readers case.
The performance improvement is smaller (20%) in the 60 readers case due to the overhead
introduced by traversing the ACE:I ring.

4. Interpretation of Results
The results of the experiments show that with strategic thread placement and coding that takes
advantage of the architecture, memory access times on the KSRl can remain fairly constant as
the number of threads that share a data set increases. A number of implications for applications
programmers can be identified:
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A good understanding of the architecture and its novel features are essential for improving

the performance of application codes. For example, when the advantages of automatic
prefetching and ARD filtering are eliminated from application code, then memory access

times increase linearly as the number of participating threads increases, as shown in

Experiment 0.
0

The placement of the owner thread of a data set affects performance. For example, a 20%
improvement is seen when the owner thread is moved from cell 1 to cell 31 in Suite 1.

Suite I also shows that additional threads that share a data set can actually improve
performance, as long as the threads are placed strategicaily to take advantage of automatic

prefetching and ARD filtering.
0

The placement of the owner thread of a data set particularly affects the performance of
reader threads that are placed on a remote ring, as shown in Suite XI.

0

The distribution of reader threads across multiple ACE:O rings can improve performance
substantially, as shown in Suite 111.

0

Code changes that d l o w a shared data set to be distributed among several owners, or
stagger the access pattern among readers, can also substantially improve the performance,

as shown in Suite IV. This effect is less noticeable as the number of reader threads

increases.

- 22 5. Conclusions and Future Work
The key issue addressed in this paper is the impact of thread placement in a multiprocessor
system. A measurement based approach is taken. The specific system considered is the Kendall
Square Research KSRl. Even though all processors are physically identical, the specific thread
placement affects performance due to unique architectural features. A series of controlled
workloads is constructed and placed on the system. Various thread placement experiments are
conducted and the results reported.
The primary contributions of this paper include: a description of the key features of the KSR
architecture with emphasis on the ALLCACHE memory structure; the design and execution of
a series of experiments which illustrate the unique memory access behaviors on the KSR1;and

the identification of programming techniques and thread placement strategies which improve
the performance of the system.
The experiments illustrate several intersting and unexpected results. These findings indicate that several extensions to this work are appropriate. Such extensions include:
e The testing of actual application codes. The controlled workloads considered in this paper

are synthetically generated. Although designed to mimic certain application codes, it is
necessary to identify and test actual codes to determine the effects of thread placement.
0

The testing on KSRl systems with multiple (i.e., more than two) ACE:O rings. Although
it is expected that the results reported here generalize to more rings, experimental verifi-

cation is appropriate. Also, similar experimentation on a KSRP,with a extra level in the

ring hierarchy, is needed.

*

Analytic modeling and prediction of the KSRlIKSR2. This work represents a preliminary
study of the effects of thread placement. Several graphs which represent various particular
aspects of the system are given. These measurement figures should form the basis for the
construction and validation of appropriate analytic models.

0

The combined analysis of explicit prefetch (i.e., the programmer option), poststore, and
automatic prefetch. This paper concentrates on automatic prefetch. Other papers have
concentrated on explicit prefetch and still others have concentrated on poststore. Understanding when each feature is most beneficial would be worthwhile.

e

The testing and analysis of the effects of multiprogramming. In this work, a single multithreaded workload is considered. Understanding the effects of multiple multi-threaded
workloads with respect to the overall thread placement strategy is desired.
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